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A real option to counter recession 

By Mayank Markanday, Head of Diversified Real Assets at Liontrust 

 

Fears that the interest rate hikes instigated by central banks to tame soaring inflation could spark a 

deep recession have weighed on markets since last year. These fears have yet to be realised, but 

the threat of recession is far from gone. 

 

The global economy, and especially the US, has proved remarkably resilient, but the jury is still out on 

whether a recession will happen and how deep it might be. Some pessimists have pointed to recent 

inversions in the yield curve. 

 

Worries were also exacerbated in September when the US Federal Reserve signalled that interest rates 

would have to stay higher for longer to tackle inflation. 

 

Evidence is emerging elsewhere too that the aggressive monetary policies seen since 2022 are starting 

to bite. Latest figures showed that UK economic activity fell in September at its fastest pace since 

January 2021; US consumer confidence declined in September; and eurozone industrial production 

fell more than expected in July. Finally, the already complex macro environment has been made even 

more complicated by an escalation of geopolitical risks over the last few weeks which will no doubt 

provide a challenge to the risk appetite of investors. 

 

Real assets offer a wide choice 

 

With the threat of recession so real, investors might wish to consider limiting the risk in their portfolios 

using real assets. 

 

Real assets are tangible assets that derive their value from their availability to, and usability by, 

consumers and businesses. They are extremely varied and include, for example: buildings; 

infrastructure such as roads, railways, energy grids and phone networks; and commodities such as 

energy (oil and gas), industrial and precious metals, and agricultural produce, such as wheat and 

orange juice. 

 

The wide choice that real assets offer means that their various attributes can be applied in different 

market conditions and at different stages of the economic cycle. In some cases, their intrinsic value 

means they can be used to protect against inflation over the longer term, while other assets offer a 

defensive, lower-risk quality, especially during recessions, because of their critical role in the economy. 

 

 

 



 

 

Infrastructure assets can provide reliable income 

 

Infrastructure assets are the physical structures, facilities and networks that enable the economy and 

society to function. Power suppliers are of major interest to investors because of the opportunities 

created by the ongoing transition away from fossil fuel (oil and gas) suppliers to the renewable sources 

of wind, hydro and solar (photovoltaics) power. 

The complexities involved with investing in infrastructure and the resources required are extensive. 

Building, identifying, buying, selling and maintaining facilities such as bridges, power stations and 

dams, for example, involve large sums, detailed contracts and high levels of technical expertise. But 

they can provide inflation-indexed revenue streams that are resilient in recessions because the end 

products to which they are linked are usually essential staples, such as energy and transport. 

Such assets also offer an ‘illiquidity premium’. The higher risks implied by tying up investments for 

longer periods, plus the larger sums required acting as a barrier to entry, mean that investors can 

expect a premium on their investment returns. 

 

Selective real estate exposure can provide downside protection 

 

As a more cyclical sub-sector of real assets, real estate prices will often fall in anticipation of a 

recession, so for the brave investor they can provide an attractive forward looking return opportunity 

during and post recessions. Clearly, there will be cyclical or fundamental challenges amongst some 

real estate sectors and securities, especially those more exposed to the economy. 

 

For example, commercial real estate in travel and leisure industries will likely suffer in economic 

downturns, whereas defensive sectors such as healthcare facilities, residential homes and student 

accommodation are likely to fare much better. 

 

Real estate investments offer the advantage that they can deliver regular rental income that is often 

linked to inflation through index-linked leases (with caps and collars) plus the potential rise in their 

capital values, especially if they trade at deep discounts. Managing and maintaining them requires a 

lot of time and effort, however, and they are also ‘illiquid’, so they can offer premiums, too. 

 

Gold can shine in recessions 

 

Commodities such as oil and wheat do not provide income, and their prices can go down in a recession 

as demand falls in the wider economy. 

 

Gold, however, has historically been a reasonable hedge against recession; the volatility seen on stock 

markets in a recession can cause investors to seek value preservation in gold, which has low 

correlation with equities. For example, in US recessions in 2020, 2007 and 2001, gold delivered 

positive returns when the S&P 500 fell. 

 

An attractive entry point 

 

Given the material risks of recession, investors might well wish to consider the benefits of investing at 

least part of their portfolios to protect against it, and how they might do it. The real assets universe is 



 

 

broad, and given some types are more defensive than others, an active approach can help to select 

the right types of assets given the economic and market conditions. 

 

Now is also a good time to be considering real assets. The last 12 months have been challenging for 

real asset investors due to their implicit ‘long duration’, so they are sensitive to interest rates. The 

challenging performance has led to meaningful discounts across much of the real asset universe such 

as real estate investment trusts and infrastructure, in some cases at valuations similar to 2008 levels 

owing to the central banks’ aggressive monetary policies. 

 

If a recession hits and central banks cut rates to stimulate the economy, then today’s current price 

discounts could represent a memorable entry point into real assets driven by the tailwind of falling 

rates. 

 

 

 
 
 

Key Risks  

Past performance does not predict future returns. You may get back less than you originally invested. 

We recommend this fund is held long term (minimum period of 5 years). We recommend that you hold this fund 
as part of a diversified portfolio of investments. 

Overseas investments may carry a higher currency risk. They are valued by reference to their local currency which 
may move up or down when compared to the currency of the Fund. 

Bonds are affected by changes in interest rates and their value and the income they generate can rise or fall as a 
result; 

The creditworthiness of a bond issuer may also affect that bond's value. Bonds that produce a higher level of 
income usually also carry greater risk as such bond issuers may have difficulty in paying their debts. The value of a 
bond would be significantly affected if the issuer either refused to pay or was unable to pay. 

This Fund may have a concentrated portfolio, i.e. hold a limited number of investments or have significant sector 
or factor exposures. If one of these investments or sectors / factors fall in value this can have a greater impact on 
the Fund's value than if it held a larger number of investments across a more diversified portfolio. 

The Fund may encounter liquidity constraints from time to time. The spread between the price you buy and sell 
shares will reflect the less liquid nature of the underlying holdings. 

Outside of normal conditions, the Fund may hold higher levels of cash which may be deposited with several credit 
counterparties (e.g. International banks). A credit risk arises should one or more of these counterparties be unable 
to return the deposited cash. 

Counterparty Risk: any derivative contract, including FX hedging, may be at risk if the counterparty fails. 

The issue of units/shares in Liontrust Funds may be subject to an initial charge, which will have an impact on the 
realisable value of the investment, particularly in the short term. Investments should always be considered as long 
term. 

 

Disclaimer 
This document is issued by Liontrust Fund Partners LLP (2 Savoy Court, London WC2R 0EZ), authorised and 
regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 518165) to undertake regulated investment business. 
 



 

 

It should not be construed as advice for investment in any product or security mentioned, an offer to buy or sell 
units/shares of Funds mentioned, or a solicitation to purchase securities in any company or investment product. 
Examples of stocks are provided for general information only to demonstrate our investment philosophy. The 
investment being promoted is for units in a fund, not directly in the underlying assets. 
 
This information and analysis is believed to be accurate at the time of publication, but is subject to change without 
notice. Whilst care has been taken in compiling the content, no representation or warranty is given, whether 
express or implied, by Liontrust as to its accuracy or completeness, including for external sources (which may have 
been used) which have not been verified. 
 
This is a marketing communication. Before making an investment, you should read the relevant Prospectus and the 
Key Investor Information Document (KIID) and/or PRIIP/KID, which provide full product details including investment 
charges and risks. These documents can be obtained, free of charge, from www.liontrust.co.uk or direct from 
Liontrust. If you are not a professional investor please consult a regulated financial adviser regarding the suitability 
of such an investment for you and your personal circumstances. 
 
 

 


